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About This Game

MYSTIFYING WORD ADVENTURE!

Discover the lost art of “speech”

Enter the ruined tower of Babel in search of the long lost art of „speech“. Unravel the many mysteries contained within, create
powerful artifacts, battle daunting foes and build up your hero’s powers – all through the power of words!

•50 unique stages with different, challenging enemies and monsters
•Entertaining story setting from 1001 Arabian nights

•Magic Boost Board with individual unlock special abilities
•Fun alchemy system: Mix different ingredients and create powerful potions

•3 different difficulties each with its own, unique special rules
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word wonders the tower of babel

The program is not a new idea, except for the fact that it is made with Plex directly in mind. There are a few issues that can
restrict what shows and plays on a particular server when Plex will work just fine on any other platform. Definitely a huge pain
in the ***. Besides the inability to see all of the content, the simulation that you exist in is barebone. You can change to a couple
locations or exist in a black world and you can alter the screen size and location. The enironments themselves feel very, very
fake. Over a decade ago I was learning C++ and generated an entire prestine city out of code. It was beautiful, but too perfect
and it looked.. well.. generated. That is the only way I can describe the aesthetics. As for controlling everything.. the author
really felt touch was the way to go. Remember, this is a "I'm going to sit back in a Lazy Boy and watch a movie" program but
for some reason a controller wasn't thought up. To add to the sitting down should be the focus problems, if you are sitting and
line up the black "VR Lazy Boy" to your Lazy Boy perfectly you can accidently change the environment with your hands in a
resting state on the arm rests. It was really, really annoying to try to figure what madness was happening the first time I wanted
to watch something.

On top of all of that no one has reviewed this game for well over a month, and the developer is nowhere to be seen. I would
HIGHLY DISCOURAGE buying this title until some serious work is done. I got it for 20% off the $9.99 price and still asked
for a refund.. The game has an even worse UI and looks more sloppily put together as it has the look of someone first figuring
out RPG Maker. This defiantly feels like a rushed game that most relied on base RPG maker assets. It's not worth full price.
The best quality of the game is the CG's. Battling was boring because you start at a much higher level then anything else and
everything feels too spread apart. Hopefully this doesn't becomes the future standard for kagura games.. Updated review after
playing for 30 hours. MASSIVE GAMEPLAY SPOILERS ahead! If you want to figure out the game for yourself, go to TL;DR
at the bottom!

Let me start by saying that I still think this is a great game. Then lets establish some basic facts:

1. A standard turn has an allowance of 2 action points, unspent ones convert into Fate.
2. The Noble gives +1AP/turn for 12 Influence, with a 10% chance to end unless a further 12 Influence is spent on The
Inquisitor.
3. A certain rare item and a certain starting operative give +2 free moves permanently, while a certain common item gives +2
free moves for one turn only. As the name inplies, these moves may only be spent on move actions (duh).

Having established this, lets get on with it:

MY PERSONAL JOURNEY

Having unlocked all stories, starting operatives and cults, I was very much looking forward to playing the game casually by
experimenting with different combinations of the aforementioned parameters. After playing a few games, it quickly dawned on
me how much I had relied on "cheesy" tactics to beat the game. Having the right starting operative for the job, and having prior
knowledge of the cult and story decks, is a massive part of beating the game - perhaps too massive.

WORKER PLACEMENT

A big part of this game is making sure your operatives are standing where they can utilize their skills to harvest resources. To
facilitate this, most operatives are recruited in locations where their skills are common in the corresponding adventure deck. In
addition, scattered around the map are recruitable Townfolk that allow you to fast-travel to a preset location by spending an
action point. When events conspire against you howerever, making a critical relocation can take the entirety of 1, 2 or even 3
turns.

THE AP SINKS

Your first starting operative, Virian Spellbinder, has the ability Contemplation of the Arcane that allows him or any other
operative to spend 1 Lore and 1 AP to reduce corruption by 10. The game tells you that this, together with his tranquility, allows
him to cast spells more often. This is simply not true. Contemplation of the Arcane has not been used by me a single time so far.
By the time loosing 10 corruption seems like a good use for an action point, the game has almost certainly already been lost in
all but name.
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I could lengthen this already over-long review immensly by bringing up multiple examples of items, spells, and townfolk who
fall into the same category, but my overarching point here is that there is a lot of content in this game that simply cannot
compete for an action point. Especially because of...

CULTIST MOVEMENT AND THE TICKING CLOCK

Cultist spawn and cultist movement are governed by the story and cult decks. When a cultist movement card is drawn, all cultists
get to move simultaneously. This is often a blessing in disguise however, as they will often leave their shrines and so reduce the
rate of cult activity buildup. Cultists and cult shrines, like operatives, will continually effect the location they are in, spreading
influence, increasing the rate of cult activity and threatening operatives with health damage and cult-specific debuffs. While
cultist hunting is often a solid strat, the cult activity will always increase at a minimum of 1 per turn. Every time the meter fills
completely the cult deck is replaced with a more powerful one, significantly reducing your chance to complete the main quest.
Overinvesting AP into cultist hunting at the expense of pursuing the chapter objective is the bane of many runs.

THE STRENGTH OF RUSH STRATEGIES

Picking the operatives that can complete the Chapter objectives by spending the least amount of action points, wether through
resource generation, free moves, or sheer iron dice power has so far proved to be the most effective strategy against all
opponents. Each AP spent on cultist hunting is very often an AP that did not get spent towards the current Chapter objective.
More importantly, cultist hunting only delays the failure state of the game, it does not prevent it. Working towards the final
chapter goal is the only way to prevent the failure state, resulting in a victory. Having one socially skilled operative camping the
Cathedral District while another hunts for cultist cloaks is a powerful strat but has a set-up time of several AP while leaving the
cathedral camper exposed.

THE DOWNWARD SPIRAL AND THE DIFFICULTY OF COMEBACKS

This is the big one right here. At the end of the day, this is a game where a lot of dice are being rolled. A common game theory
tells us that any increase in randomness favors the underdog. Other game mechanics conspire against this principle however. A
status ailment being inflicted on a key operative, wether Exhausted, Mark of the Beast, or Cursed, will lessen your ability to
complete further challanges, in turn suffering additional penalties. While your operatives are frantically spending precious AP
trying to recover from this downward spiral, the Cultus Arcanum does not suffer from randomness: they steadily increase cult
influence and activity each turn until a critical mass is achieved.

CONCLUSION

While I've had a great time playing this game and look forward to any upcoming dlc, I must confess I am a little disappointed in
the lack of potential for casual play. Trying out suboptimal builds and getting stuck in a downward spiral where each turn lessens
your chance of victory is simply not fun. Ideally, after a major setback it should be a dramatic and desperate race against time to
beat the Cultus Arcanum on the finish line. The tightness of the AP economy sucks the probability and tension out of that
scenario and make you feel like you are wasting your time.

I applaud the devs for their vision and bravery in designing a game like this to have a baseline of only 2 global action points per
turn. But as I've explained at length now in this overly-long tirade, I do feel that a lot of potential gameplay falls by the wayside
simply because of how massively precious AP is as a resource.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TL;DR

The core game mechanic just doesn't work. I would still recommend this game to any fan of digital board games, especially
those that enjoy a rouge-like challange of trial and error and figuring out optimal strategies. Just be aware that the returns drop
noticably after unlocking everything. If you are a glutton for punishment however, trying to complete stories with suboptimal
starting operatives will greatly increase the lifespan of this game for you.. This game has pleasing graphics and some satisfying
building construction by some spooky slaves I meannn townspeople (that you can work to starvation).
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Bear in mind that there is no room for creativity - everything is scripted. The game is also fairly short.

Really lovely little casual game that's gonna get you some steam cards.. Great DLC. Here we go:

Positives:

+Interesting locale and lore.
+Fair selection of new weapons\/spells\/items-in-general.
+Fun boss fights overall.
+Nostalgia...The Dragon Sanctum reminds me of St Francis' Folly in the classic Tomb Raider. I feel like that area was an
homage. Not to mention, really well-executed.
+Adds a ton of new lore which really helps cement DS2 as a brilliant edition to the series.

Negatives:

-Pointless to buy this DLC when you can simply buy the Scholar of the First Sin edition of Dark Souls 2, which is an absolute
masterpiece and comes with this DLC as standard (and the others too).
-The first section of the new area (involving switches and lots of enemies with high defence + poise, followed by spiked floors
and 'ghost' enemies, to whom, there is a gimmicky solution), is honestly a nightmare, and really tedious overall. Thankfully, it
doesn't last too long and has a ton of easy work-arounds.
-The general layout and design is labyrinthian and often confusing. Dark Souls is typically easy to navigate due to the uniqueness
of each area and the way they connect to one another. However, this area is quite difficult to navigate. I found it to be one of (if
not THE) most diffult locations to fully explore in the Dark Souls series. I mean, Shulva makes the Abyss section of Artorias of
the Abyss (DS1 DLC) look easy by comparison. And Shulva is not relying on darkness as its primary confusant (if this is not a
word, it should be).
-The overall setting is quite depressing: underground cavern. It IS interesting and appreciable, but don't expect any 'gorgeous
views'. This place is dark as hell and delapidated, but truly great in its own way.
-One really, really poor boss fight. I earlier said the bosses were great overall, and they are. There is one boss fight, however,
which utterly sucks. It consists of fighting 3 NPC enemies who have high poise and are generally overpowered and geared as
various cosplays or mismatched gear. It is basically a ganksquad simulator. Thankfully though, this fight is NOT a part of the
main DLC, but rather some sort of optional 'challenge' area. On this basis, you can largely disregard this negative point, as it
does not prevent you from gaining the Sunken Crown.. Who in their right mind would recommend this abomination of a game?
This is one of the biggest insults on steam, not even remotely worth buying, unfortunately I wasted 80cents on this load of crap.
Better support charity instead of doing the same mistake as I did.. i bought this game hoping to play it with my friend and found
out its servers are made by gamespy, and gamespy shut down 2 years ago in 2012, any help with finding a way to use a server or
to make a server would be great. or if steam would make more servers for games.. I've played this game as a kid and really liked
it back then.
PROS:
- atmospheric comic graphic
- funny heroes
- story is at least not bad (which is good in this relation)
- nice combat system, fits into the game overall
- you can create your own heroes

CONS:
- you really have to like superhero comics
- it is already a bit old and rusty (obviously)
- I think there are some possible crashes and compatibility issues. Journey into the dangerous insides of a woman and be shot at
by lasers as you try to become the first sperm to reach the egg...or stomach. Entertaining soundtrack, a few minor bugs, buy the
game when it's on sale and you won't be disappointed. You'll also make a profit if you sell the trading cards. (Each of mine sold
for .70+ at the time of this posting (8/25/15)).. It's alright, though it would've been better if there was also a puzzle in the range
of 600-800 pieces.
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Best1 of all heroes. Nice addition to freshen things up. Now all we need is more new buses.. Right off the bat, excited to see
such a nice intro on an early access, alpha state game. Nicely done. Secondly, I admire the innovation on the player menu (tab).
As far as similarity to minecraft; You can steal blocks from anything (4), trees are much easier to take down, you start with a
gun (5), and the crafting system seems much more complex and customizable. The graphics are by far superior and I'm
impressed by their ability to translate that into modular crafting.
This game is indeed in alpha state, there are many glitches and I actually found them rather excited. I play many styles of games
and frankly find little to be surprising these days. However, I was very surprised and even thrilled when I glitched into the
bottom of a lake, climbed my way out by removing blocks, and discovered the interesting way in which they simulate being
under water. I probably would have never jumped into the lake right off the bat, had that not happened.
All in all, I'm excited to see where this games goes and how the developers evolve their wonderful ideas. I plan to play more at
my soonest convience.. its dead like not even bots to let you kinda play it, i would give a thumbs up if they give bots or a single
player campaign but its to late i guess ;(
. If you're looking for a more VR focused music visualization than the milkdrop plugin in virtual desktop, this is it. It is by no
means perfect but it has a tonne of potential. The updates seem pretty regular and the devs engage with the user base. As long as
this app gets the TLC it needs(which seems to be the case so far) then it could become one of the killer VR apps one day. Just
know what you're getting into before you purchase, it's "Early Access" for a reason.

p.s. Don't forget to check out the beta.. Great game with super low price.. Fun but hard game
. Gotta say... I really liked this except for a few things i'll point out at the end.
The game atmosphere is really dark and scary - But the game shines on the game design itself: It is hard, but really fun. I like
point and click adventures a lot, and The Rabbit Hole mixes that with an intense escape the room experience while making it
hard with awesome puzzles.

The biggest downside is that the vive controllers are not really good... However since this is an Early Access game, and the
developers themselves are promising roomscale and better motion controls. I recommend it with that in mind.
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